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Navigating a ski course can be a problem if you don’t know what over, under, and
in between mean. Peg and Cat to the rescue!

Who knew math could help you clean your room? Sorting is the solution when
Peg and Cat need to whip things into shape before guests arrive.
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Peg + Cat: Peg’s
Messy Room
by Jennifer Oxley and
Billy Aronson
24 pages

Ages 3–7
Preschool–Grade 2

time — even when balls and balloons and CDs and Frisbees coming spilling

directions: “Go over! Go under! Go in between!” But the Penguins don’t

out of the closet at the last minute? Comes with bonus stickers!

know what over, under, and in between mean. Luckily, Cat points out some

Peg + Cat: The
Penguin Problem

Ages 3–7
Preschool–Grade 2
Digital artwork

directional arrows to follow, and a problem is solved . . . for the moment.

Counting your chickens — all twenty of them — turns out to be a good way to
fall back to sleep at a pirate sleepover with Peg and Cat.

Now can anyone figure out how to keep the ice floe the Penguins have
landed on from tilting?
More Peg + Cat:

It’s a sleepover party! Peg

by Jennifer Oxley and
Billy Aronson

and Cat and four Pirates
(plus the parrot) are happily
drawing, playing games, and
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watching a video. But when
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the Pirates start feeling sad

24 pages
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and homesick, it’s a really
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big problem. Four sleeping

October

bags (plus a sleeping sock),
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four pillows (plus a beanbag),
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and four blankets (plus a
hankie) help them all feel
cozy enough to go to sleep.
But when the parrot’s “AWK!” wakes them up again, what can they count
on to return to dreamland? Comes with bonus stickers!
For more Peg + Cat, visit www.pbskids.org/peg
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